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Section 1 



General 
 
 

The RV-10 is a four-place all aluminum aircraft powered by a Lycoming IO-540 6 cylinder fuel 

injected engine.  With a compression ratio of 8.5:1 it produces approximately 260 hp.  Paired 

with a Hartzell two blade constant speed propeller, the aircraft has excellent climb capability and 

cruises in the range of 160-175 KIAS.  With 60 gallons of useable fuel the RV-10 is a competent 

cross country machine allowing 7-800+ mile legs.

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Exterior Dimensions 

Span 31 ft 9in. 

Length 24 ft 5 in. 

Height 8 ft 8 in 

Wing Area 148 sq ft 

  

Weights 

Empty Weight 1650 lbs 

Gross Weight 2700 lbs 

  

Loadings 

Wing Loading   18.6 lb/sq ft 

Power Loading  13.5 - 10.4  lb/hp 

  

Powerplant/Systems 

Engine 260 hp 

Propeller  Hartzell C/S 

Fuel Capacity 60 US gal 

  

Other 

Baggage 100 lbs 

  

 



 

 

GENERAL AIRSPEED TERMINOLOGY 
 
KIAS  Knots Indicated Airspeed is the speed shown on the airspeed indicator assuming 

no instrument error, expressed in knots. 

KCAS  Knots Calibrated Airspeed is indicated airspeed corrected for position and 

instrument error, expressed in knots. Calibrated airspeed is equal to true airspeed 

in standard atmosphereat sea level. 

KTAS  Knots True Airspeed is the airspeed relative to undisturbed air, expressed in 

knots, which is KCAS corrected for altitude, temperature and compressibility. 

GS   Ground Speed is the speed of the aircraft relative to the ground. 

VA  Maneuvering Speed is the maximum speed at which abrupt full control 

deflection will not overstress the aircraft. 

VFE  Maximum Flap Extension Speed is the highest speed permissible with wing 

flaps in a prescribed extended position. 

VNO  Maximum Structural Cruising Speed is the speed that should not be exceeded 

except in smooth air, and then only with caution. 

VNE   Never Exceed Speed is the speed limit that may not be exceeded at any time. 

VS  Stalling Speed is the minimum steady flight speed at which the aircraft is 

controllable in a specified configuration. 

VS0   Stalling Speed in the landing configuration at the most forward centre of gravity. 

VX  Best Angle of Climb Speed is the speed which results in the greatest altitude gain 

in a given horizontal distance. 

VY  Best Rate of Climb Speed is the speed which results in the greatest altitude gain 

in a given time. 

 
 
WEIGHT AND BALANCE TERMINOLOGY 
 
Reference Datum  Reference Datum is an imaginary vertical plane from which all horizontal 

distances are measured for balance purposes. 

Station  Station is a location along fuselage given in terms of distance from the 

reference datum. 

Arm  Arm is the horizontal distance from the reference datum to the centre of 

gravity of an item. 

Moment  Moment is the product of weight of an item multiplied by its arm. 

(Moment divided by the constant 1000 is used in this handbook to 

simplify balance calculations by reducing the number of digits.) 



CG  Centre of Gravity is the point at which an aircraft, or item, would balance 

if suspended. 

CG Arm  Centre of Gravity Arm is the am obtained by adding the aircraft individual 

moments and dividing the sum by the total weight. 

CG Limits  Centre of Gravity Limits are the extreme centre of gravity locations within 

which the aircraft must be operated at a given weight. 

Empty Weight  Empty Weight is the weight of aircraft including unusable fuel and full 

engine oil. 

Useful Load   Useful Load is the difference between takeoff weight and empty weight. 

Payload   Payload is the weight of occupants, cargo, and baggage. 

Gross Weight  Gross Weight is the loaded weight of the aircraft. 

Max T/O Weight  Maximum Takeoff Weight is the maximum weight approved for start of 

the takeoff run. 

Maximum Landing  Weight Maximum Landing Weight is the maximum weight approved for 

the landing touchdown. 

 

 

NOTES, CAUTIONS AND WARNINGS 
 

Specific items requiring emphasis are expanded upon and ranked in increasing order of 

importance in the form of a NOTE, CAUTION or WARNING. 

 

 

 

Expands on information which is considered essential to emphasize. Information contained in 

notes may also be safety related. 

 

 

 

 

Provides information that may result in damage to equipment if not followed. 

 

 

 

 

 

Emphasizes information that may result in personal injury or loss of life if not followed. 
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Section 2 
Limitations 

 

AIRSPEED INDICATOR MARKINGS 
 

MARKING  KIAS SIGNIFICANCE 

Bottom of White Arc VSO 52 Full Flap Stall Speed 

Top of White Arc VFE 87 Max Flax Extension Speed 

Bottom of Green Arc VS 61 No Flap Stall Speed 

Blue Line VA 125 Maneuvering Speed 

Yellow Arc  156-200 Caution Range 

Red Line* VNE 200 KTAS Never Exceed Speed  

 

 

GAUGE MARKINGS/OPERATING LIMITATIONS/ALERT LOGIC 
 

 
 

Indicator Out of Range 

Low

Caution Low Normal 

Range

Caution High Warning High Notes

alarms only set where noted

Manifold 

Pressure
10-30

RPM
<500 500 - 2700 >2700

white lines at 2350 and 2450;  alert hi (red)

Oil Pressure
0-25 25-55 55-95 95-115 >115

Indication w/in 30 sec of start

Oil 

Temperature
120-165 165-220 220-245 >245

white line at 200 for eng life at cruise

Fuel Pressure
<12 12-14 14-45

Fuel Flow
0-1 1-27 >27 

might set wh lines for cruise (13, 11.5, 10.5, 

8.7) FOR 75, 65, 60 AND 50 percent HP

CHT
150-250 250-400 400-435 435-500

EGT
<1000 1000-1500 1500-1550 >1550

Amps         
(Main Bus) No markings, 0-60A

Volts       
(Battery)

<10 V 10-11.5V
11.5-12.5 (White) 

12.5-14.8 (Green)
>14.8 V

Alert at Caution Low (<11.5V)

Fuel Q1 (L)
0-5 5-30

Alert low (<5 gal) white line at 10/20 gal

Fuel Q2 (R)
0-5 5-30

Alert low (<5 gal) white line at 10/20 gal



STARTER LIMITS 
 
5-8 seconds cranking per start attempt 

30-40 seconds between start attempts 

Maximum 5 start attempts, the 30 minute cool down 

Also of note, both magnetos are impulse coupled and therefore capable of starting the engine 

individually; normal starting procedure is to use both magnetos. 

 

 

WEIGHT LIMITS 
 

Maximum Weight ............................ 2700 lbs 

Empty Weight .................................. 1650 lbs 

Useful Load ...................................... 1050 lbs 

Baggage Compartment....................... 100 lbs 

 

For CG and loading examples see Section 6 

 
 
LOAD FACTOR LIMITS 
 
+3.8/-1.5 g’s 
 
 
OPERATIONS LIMITS 
 
The aircraft is approved and equipped for Day/Night VFR/IFR operations.  Flight into known or 

forecast icing or in the vicinity of thunderstorms is prohibited.  

 

 

PLACARDS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Section 3 
Emergency Procedures 

  

 

EMERGENCY CHECKLIST 
 

FIRE DURING START 
1. Cranking ....................... CONTINUE 

2. Throttle ........................ FULL OPEN 

3. Mixture .............................. CUTOFF 

4. Fuel Selector ............................. OFF 

5. Battery/Alt Switch .................... OFF 

6. Fire Extinguisher ................... GRAB 

7. Egress Aircraft 

8. Extinguish Fire or Clear Area 

ENG FAIL DURING TAKEOFF 
1. Throttle .................................... IDLE 

2. Brakes ............................ AS REQ’D 

3. If Departing Prepared Surface 

a. Mixture ...................... CUTOFF 

b. Battery/Alt Switch ............. OFF 

c. Magnetos ............................ OFF 

d. Fuel Selector ...................... OFF 

ENG FAIL IMM AFTER TO 
1. Glide ............................ ESTABLISH 

2. Landing Site ....................... SELECT 

3. Mixture .............................. CUTOFF 

4. Fuel Selector ............................. OFF 

5. Battery/Alt Switch .................... OFF 

ENG FAIL IN FLIGHT 
1. Glide ............................ ESTABLISH 

2. Landing Site ....................... SELECT 

3. Restart ............................ ATTEMPT 

.................................... (if warranted) 

4. Mixture .............................. CUTOFF 

5. Fuel Selector ............................. OFF 

6. Flaps ................................. EXTEND 

7. Battery/Alt Switch .................... OFF 

ENG RESTART IN FLIGHT 
1. Throttle ............................... ¼ OPEN 

2. Prop .............................. FULL FWD 

3. Mixture .................................... RICH 

4. Boost Pump ................................. ON 

5. Fuel Selector ....... SWITCH TANKS 

6. Magnetos ......................... BOTH ON 

ENG FIRE IN FLIGHT 
1. Mixture .............................. CUTOFF 

2. Fuel Selector ............................. OFF 

3. Boost Pump ............................... OFF 

4. Cabin Heat/Fwd Vents .............. OFF 

5. Forced Landing .............. EXECUTE 

FORCED LANDING 
1. Airspeed ............................. 85 KIAS 

2. Mixture .............................. CUTOFF 

3. Fuel Selector ............................. OFF 

4. Flaps ................................. EXTEND 

5. Battery/Alt Switch .................... OFF 

6. Flaps ............................... AS REQ’D 

7. Fly All the Way Into Crash, Attempt to 

Touchdown at Minimum Speed 

ROUGH ENGINE OR LOSS OF 
POWER 
1. If sudden and severe: 

a. Check Mags One at a Time 

2. Throttle .............................. ADJUST 

3. Mixture .............................. ADJUST 

4. Boost Pump ................................. ON 

5. Fuel Selector ....... SWITCH TANKS 

6. If Plug Fouling Suspected 

a. Lean Engine 

7. If Intake Blockage Suspected 

a. ALT AIR Door ........... OPEN 

LOW OIL PRESSURE 
1. Power ............................... REDUCE 

2. Eng Failure May be Imminent 



a. Use power while available to 

maneuver within gliding distance 

of landing site 

b. Maintain glide profile 

3. If Engine Fails 

a. Glide ....................... Establish 

b. Mixture .................. CUTOFF 

c. Fuel Selector ................. OFF 

d. Flaps ..................... EXTEND 

e. Battery/Alt Switch ........ OFF 

HIGH OIL TEMP 
1. Oil Cooler Door ................ PUSH IN 

2. Power Demand ................. REDUCE 

3. Airspeed ........................ INCREASE 

4. If Oil Temp Remains High: 

a. Land As Soon As Conditions 

Permit 

ELECTRICAL FIRE 
1. Battery/Alt Switch .................... OFF 

2. IBBS Switch.............................. OFF 

3. Overhead Vents ...................... OPEN 

4. Fire Extinguisher ........ USE If Req’d 

5. Land As Soon As Conditions Permit 

ALTERNATOR FAILURE 
1. Batt/Alt Sw BATT, then BATT/ALT 

2. If Reset Attempt Fails: 

a. BATT/Alt Sw ............. BATT 

b. Voltage .................... CHECK 

3. If Less than 11.5 Volts 

a. ESS BUS Switch ............. ON 

b. Batt/Alt Switch.............. OFF 

c. B/U Switches ON, As Req’d 

4. If Req’d Prior to Landing 

a. Batt/Alt Switch........... BATT 

AUTOPILOT MALF 
1. AP Disconnect ................ DEPRESS 

2. AP Panel Buttons ...................... OFF 

3. Speed/Bank .................... AS REQ”D 

4. To Remove Electrical Power: 

a. Batt/Alt Switch.............. OFF 

b. ESS BUS Switch ............. ON 

c. ESS BUS Items .. AS REQ’D 

5. If Trim Necessary 

a. ESS BUS Trim Switch ... B/U 

b. Use UP/DOWN Panel Switch 

RUNAWAY TRIM 
1. Maintain Aircraft Control 

2. Use Bank to Control Pitch Up 

3. Trim Switch on ESS BUS ......... OFF 

4. Adjust Speed for Trim Condition 

CO MONITOR ALARM 
1. If Oxygen Available ................. DON 

2. Cabin Heat/FWD Vents ............ OFF 

3. Overhead Vents ...................... OPEN 

4. Land As Soon As Conditions Permit 

STATIC SOURCE BLOCKAGE 
1. Alt Static Switch ....................... ALT 

2. Apply Corrections 

3. Crosscheck with GPS  

SPINS 
1. Throttle .................................... IDLE 

2. Rudder ...... OPPOSITE SPIN/BALL 

3. Stick ...... FWD TO BREAK STALL 

4. RECOVER FROM DIVE 

DOOR DEPARTURE 
1. Speed ................................ REDUCE 

2. Rudder ............. INTO OPEN DOOR 

3. Loose Items ........................... STOW 

4. Elevator .......... CHECK VISUALLY 

5. Land as Soon as Conditions Permit 

DITCHING 
1. Radio ............. TRANSMIT MAYDAY 

2. Flaps .......................................... FULL 

3. Airspeed ................................. 70 KIAS 

4. Descend ................................ 300 FPM 

5. Approach .............................................  

a. High Wind ......................... INTO 

b. Light Wind ..... ParallelTo Swells 

6. Seat/Shoutlder Harnesses ... TIGHTEN 

7. Doors ................................ UNLATCH 

8. Evacuate After Touchdown 

ICING 
1. Turn Back or Change Altitude 

2. Throttle ................................... OPEN 

3. Pitot Heat .................................... ON 

4. ALT AIR Door ........ OPEN, if Req’d 



5. Landing .................... Increase Speed  

a. Consider No-Flaps 

  

AMPLIFIED EMERGENCY PROCEDURES 
 

ENGINE FIRE DURING START 
 

The most important consideration with a fire indication on the ground is personal safety.  You 

are sitting on 60 gallons of 100LL, so time spent attempting to reduce or eliminate the fire 

increases the risk of injury. Continuing to crank while securing the engine should assist in 

containing the flames and reducing the source of the fire, but egressing should follow shortly.  

Likewise, the fire extinguisher is not likely to be of assistance from inside the cockpit.  Time and 

conditions permitting, grabbing it on the way out may provide a chance to reduce damage or put 

out the fire, depending on the situation.   

 

 

ENGINE FAILURE DURING TAKEOFF 
 

Any indication that the engine is not performing correctly should result in aborting the takeoff; 

the earlier the decision is made the better.  The brakes provide excellent stopping power, which 

may be increased slightly with increasing back pressure as the airspeed decreases, and by 

retracting the flaps if down.  If runway departure appears likely, attempt to secure the engine 

only if able to continue maintaining aircraft control.   

If engine failure occurs without sufficient runway remaining, it is critical to attain/maintain glide 

speed while selecting the least crummy area to land in.  It is not recommended to attempt any 

significant turning, other than to avoid obstacles, unless the aircraft has reached approximately 

1,000 AGL minimum.  The pitch change from climb out to glide speed will be significant 

especially considering reaction time.  Lowering flaps to full will significantly reduce the 

touchdown speed. 

 

 

ENGINE FAILURE DURING FLIGHT 
 

Establishing glide speed and aiming towards a suitable landing area are the critical items to 

accomplish in the event of an engine failure - time should not be spent on failure analysis or 

engine restart attempts before these steps are accomplished.  Pilots should also select a minimum 

altitude below which restarting will not be attempted at all because the focus will need to be on 

preparing to land.  Pulling the propeller control full aft may slightly increase glide performance if 

there is sufficient oil pressure remaining.  No wind the RV-10 glides approximately 1.4 NM per 

1,000 ft altitude at a best glide speed of 85 KIAS, based on flight testing with engine at idle, prop 

full forward.   

The engine restart procedure is to place the throttle in the normal starting position, mixture to 

rich, turn the boost pump on and switch tanks (provided it has fuel).  This should result in fuel 

flow/fuel pressure indications.  One other consideration is to open the alternate air door if an 

intake blockage is considered possible.  After the engine has restarted, careful consideration 



should be given to turning off the boost pump or closing the alternate air door if opened, as this 

could lead to another failure.  Land as soon as conditions permit.   

 

 
 

 

OIL SYSTEM MALFUNCTIONS 
 

Low oil pressure may be the result of low oil quantity or indicate a possible leak, especially with 

increasing oil temperature.  In either case land as soon as possible because engine failure may be 

imminent.  Because of this it is recommended to intercept an engine out glide profile to the 
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intended landing site.  High oil temperature by itself may result from the oil cooler damper being 

closed or a blockage of the oil cooler.  Temperature that does not start coming back down after 

taking corrective actions may also indicate impending engine failure, therefore the landing 

recommendations are the same.  

 

 

ELECTRICAL MALFUNCTIONS 
 

An understanding of the electrical system helps explain the procedures in the event of a 

malfunction.  Most electrical items are powered through the Vertical Power VPX, which is itself 

powered via the BATT/ALT switch.  With this switch in the BATT position, the 28AH aircraft 

battery is the sole source of power.  Under a normal load (all avionics on, strobes on, landing/taxi 

and nav lights off, pitot heat off) battery power should last for 90 minutes or more, depending on 

the state of the battery.  During flight testing the battery lasted almost two hours, with systems 

starting to degrade about 15 minutes before that.  The checklist recommends switching the 

BATT/ALT switch off at 11.5 volts as this is the point at which there is approximately 30 

minutes of battery power left.  If not needed to extend the IBBS ‘life’ of the G3X, it can be 

turned off sooner; if turned off later, there will be less power left available, to the point at which 

the battery contactor will not close.   

With the BATT/ALT switch in the off position, the Dynon D-6 will continue to function on its 

own internal backup battery for over two hours.  Additionally, the two left screens of the G3X 

will last approximately two hours utilizing the Internal Battery Backup System, or IBBS.  Engine 

monitor functions will be degraded or lost, and the GPS will revert to the internal G3X as the 

GTN 650 does not have backup power.   

The ESS BUS is designed to power the GRT 200, audio panel, transponder and pitch trim as 

needed in the event the BATT/ALT switch is placed off (or the VPX fails), and to extend the 

amount of time the G3X remains operational.  By turning the red covered ESS BUS switch on, 

power is made available directly from the battery.  

 
Selecting the B/U position of the COMM 2/AUDIO, XPDR, or PITCH TRIM switches connects 

that power to the item.  Likewise, returning the switch(es) to the OFF position removes power if 

not needed or to conserve power until needed again.  The pitch trim in the B/U mode is activated 

by the toggle switch next to it, not via the coolie hats on the control sticks.  As an aside, in 

normal flight operations these switches provide a means to turn these items off, which may be 

valuable particularly in a trim malfunction situation.  Finally, the IBBS switch next to the ESS 

BUS switch provides power from the battery through the IBBS to power the G3X.  This extends 

the amount of time available to the G3X beyond the internal IBBS battery by the amount of 

energy left in the ships battery, if desired.   



If operating with the BATT/ALT switch off, no other systems will be available, to include all 

lights, flaps and pitot heat.  Depending on the time elapsed from turning off the BATT/ALT 

switch to point of intended landing, the state of the battery, and conservative use of available 

systems, the BATT/ALT switch can be placed back in the BATT position for power to lower 

flaps, turn on exterior lights or other functions.  

Under normal operations, all systems receive power via the VPX, which has its own page on the 

G3X MFD, which can be used to see tripped electronic circuit breakers, overcurrent trips, or the 

actual component current draw.  Most of these individual circuit faults are resettable via the VPX 

screen.  

 

 
 

FORCED LANDING 
 

Best Glide speed is 85 KIAS; glide range may be increased slightly with the propeller control 

pulled aft if there is sufficient oil pressure to move the blades.  The minimum altitude over the 

runway for a high key position is 1,000’ AGL, and 500’ AGL can be used for a low key abeam 



the touchdown point.  Consider the wind when determining glide range and landing direction.  

Flaps should be extended to full once the landing is assured.   

 

 

ROUGH RUNNING ENGINE 

 
This checklist is designed to address fuel, mixture, ignition and air source problems.  If the 

roughnes is sudden and severe, not following any pilot input, it could be due to a magneto gear 

failure/partial failure.  In this case immediate action is recommended, switching the magenetos 

off one at a time.  If the engine recovers somewhat, leave the affected magneto off and land as 

soon as conditions permit.  

 

 

  



 

Section 4 
Normal Procedures 

 

 

 

AIRSPEEDS FOR NORMAL OPERATIONS 
 
 

Speed Description KIAS 

VR Rotation Speed 60-70 

VX Best Angle Climb Speed 78 

VY Best Rate Climb Speed 90 

Cruise Climb Recommended Climb Speed 120-130 

VBG Best Glide Speed  85 

VSO Stall Speed, Full Flaps 50 

VS1/2 Stall Speed, ½ Flaps 53 

VS Stall Speed, Flaps UP 65 

VFE Max Flap Extension Speed, ½ to Full 87 

VFE1/2  

 

VFE1/4 

 

 

Max Flap Extension Speed, Up to ½  

 

Max Flap Extension Up to 0 (Reflex to 

zero degrees 

96 

 

120 

 

VREF Final Approach Speed, Full Flaps 70 

VREF0 Final Approach Speed, 0 Flaps 80 

Holding Recommended  120 

Inst Final  Recommended 80 

 
Notes: 

- Stall speeds based on Max Gross Weight flight testing 

- Cruise climb recommended thru 5,000 feet for cooling and fuel efficiency 

- 120 KIAS is recommended for instrument holding/maneuvering, such as radar pattern 

- 80 KIAS instrument final is based on full or half flap configuration 

- VNE is 200 KTAS vs indicated; the G3X displays VNE at the calculated KIAS 



 



Normal Procedures 

Before Exterior Inspection 

1. Flaps ..................................... DOWN 

2. Batt/Mag Switches .................... OFF 

3. Gust Lock ...................... REMOVED 

4. Covers ........................... REMOVED 

 

Exterior Inspection 

1. Baggage Door ....... CLSD/LOCKED 

2. Antennae .................... CONDITION 

3. Static Port ............................ CHECK 

4. NACA Vent ........................ CHECK 

5. Fairings ............................... CHECK 

6. Elevator ............................... CHECK 

7. Trim Tabs ............................ CHECK 

8. Rudder Cable ...................... CHECK 

9. Rudder ................................. CHECK 

10. Access Panels ...................... CHECK 

11. Static Port ............................ CHECK 

12. NACA Vent ........................ CHECK 

13. Step ..................................... CHECK 

14. Flap ..................................... CHECK 

15. Aileron ................................ CHECK 

16. Fairing/Lights ...................... CHECK 

17. Fuel/Cap .............................. CHECK 

18. Fuel Sample ........................ CHECK 

19. Fuel Vent ............................. CHECK 

20. Main Wheel/Fairings .......... CHECK 

21. Nose wheel/Fairings............ CHECK 

22. Cowl/exhaust....................... CHECK 

23. Intakes ................................. CHECK 

24. Propeller .............................. CHECK 

25. Oil Level ............................. CHECK 

a. 6-8 quarts is normal 

26. Oil Door ............................ CLOSED 

27. Main Wheel/Fairings .......... CHECK 

28. Fuel Vent ............................. CHECK 

29. Fuel Sample ........................ CHECK 

30. Fuel/Cap .............................. CHECK 

31. Pitot Tube ............................ CHECK 

32. Fairings/Lights .................... CHECK 

33. Aileron ................................ CHECK 

34. Flap ..................................... CHECK 

35. Windows ........... CLEAN/AS REQD 

36. Chocks........................... REMOVED 

 

Before Start 

1. Strap In ........................ COMPLETE 

2. Passengers ........................... CHECK 

3. Dynon ............................  .........  ... ON 

4. IBBS Switch..................  .........  ... ON 

5. Battery Switch ...............  .........  ... ON 

6. Ext lights ........................ AS REQ’D 

7. Essential Bus  Switch ........ CLOSED 

    Switches  .......................... NORM  

8. Flaps ............................................ UP 

9. Alt Air .......................................... IN 

10. Alt Static .............................. NORM 

11. Audio panel ............................... SET  

12. Radio .............................. AS REQ’D 

13. A/P .......................... DISCONNECT 

14. EFIS boot up ............... COMPLETE  

15. Oil Damper..................... AS REQ’D 

16. Fuel Selector ........................ L OR R 

17. Flight Controls .............. CHECKED 

18. Doors ............................. CHECKED 

Starting Engine 

1. Prop ..................... FULL FWD (fine) 

2. Prime, if required  

a. Throttle 1/8 open 

i. Note that is not 1/8 inch… 

b. Boost Pump ........................ ON 

c. Mixture  .......................... RICH  

d. Boost Pump ...................... OFF 

3. Throttle .................... ¼ INCH OPEN 

4. Prop ......................................... FWD 

5. Mixture ........................ FULL LEAN 

6. Right Mag Sw ................ OFF or ON 

7. Left Mag........... START, THEN ON 

a. Mixture ................ FULL RICH 

b. Throttle ........................... IDLE 

8. Right Mag ................................... ON 

9. Oil Pressure ............................... IND 

10. If starting hot engine: 

a. RPM ........................ 1200-1500 

b. Boost pump ......................... ON 

Before Taxi 

1. Mixture ........... LEAN for GND OPS 

2. Alternator .................................... ON 



3. Flaps ............................................ UP 

4. Radios ....................................... SET 

5. Flight Plan ................................. SET 

6. Safe Taxi or Airfield  

7. Transponder .............. SET AND ON 

8. Altimeter ................................... SET 

9. External Lights ............... AS REQ’D 

10. Heading ............................... CHECK 

11. Dynon ................... OPERATIONAL 

12. Mixture ................................ CHECK 

Auto Pilot 

1. AutoPilot .......................... ENGAGE 

2. Flight Controls .................... CHECK 

3. AP DISC ...............................PRESS 

4. Flight Controls ....................... Check 

5. Trim................................ Set Takeoff 

Taxi 

1. Brakes ................................. CHECK  

2. Instruments .......................... CHECK 

a. Turn/Slip 

b. Heading 

c. VOR/ILS (ground check if 

available) 

d. RAIM 

3. Set Mode and scale 

4. Voltage ................................ CHECK 

Before Takeoff 

1. Mixture .................................... RICH 

2. Throttle ...................................... 50% 

3. Mags .................................... CHECK 

4. PropCHECK, set fine pitch 

5. Throttle .................................... IDLE 

6. MixtureLEAN if DA above 5,000 ft 

7. Boost Pump ................................. On 

8. Trim............... SET FOR TAKEOFF 

9. Doors LATCHED AND CHECKED 

10. Seat belts ...................... FASTENED 

11. Exterior lights................. AS REQ’D 

12. Interior lights ............. AS DESIRED 

13. Pitot Heat ....................... AS REQ’D 

14. Transponder ................CHECK/SET 

15. Departure............................... BRIEF 

Takeoff 

1. Throttle .................................... MAX 

2. Eng Instruments .................. CHECK 

3. 50-60 KIAS ....................... ROTATE 

4. Flaps ............................................ UP 

5. Boost Pump ............................... OFF 

6. CHT..................................... Monitor 

Climb 

1. Throttle ............................... SET MP 

2. Prop ................................ AS REQ’D 

3. Speed ............................. 120 for now 

4. Mixture ........................... AS REQ’D 

5. Eng Instruments .................. CHECK  

Level Off 

1. Throttle ................................. Set MP 

2. Prop ................................ AS REQ’D 

3. Mixture ........................... AS REQ’D 

4. Eng Instruments .................. CHECK 

5. Fuel ..................................... CHECK 

6. Altimeter ................................... SET 

Cruise 

1. Flight Log.......................... UPDATE 

2. Fuel ..................................... CHECK 

3. Eng Inst ............................... CHECK 

4. Oil Temp ............................. CHECK 

Descent 

1. Throttle ........................... AS REQ’D 

2. Prop ................................ AS REQ’D 

3. Mixture ............... RICH, AS REQ’D 

4. Altimeter ................................... SET 

5. Fuel ..................................... CHECK 

6. Pitot Heat ....................... AS REQ’D 

7. Exterior Lights ............... AS REQ’D 

8. Approach .................. IF REQUIRED 

9. FBO ............................... CONTACT 

Before Landing 

1. Throttle ........................... AS REQ’D 

2. Prop ......................................... FINE 

3. Mixture .................................... RICH 

4. Boost pump ................................. ON 

5. Speed ............................. COMPUTE 

6. Lights ............................. AS REQ’D 

After Landing 

1. Brakes ............................ AS REQ’D 



2. Flaps ............................... AS REQ’D 

3. Exterior Lights ............... AS REQ’D 

4. Pitot Heat .................................. OFF 

5. Boost pump ....... LEAVE ON high T 

6. Mixture ........... LEAN for GND OPS 

Shutdown/Secure 

1. Flaps ..................................... DOWN 

2. Trim............................................ T/O 

3. Boost pump ............................... OFF 

4. Mixture ........................ FULL LEAN 

5. Throttle ...................................... OFF 

6. Magnetos ................................... OFF 

7. Battery ....................................... OFF 

8. IBBS .......................................... OFF 

9. Fuel Selector ............................. OFF 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



AMPLIFIED PROCEDURES 
 
PREFLIGHT INSPECTION 
 
The preflight is designed to start and finish at the pilot step, progressing in a counter-clockwise 

direction around the aircraft.  Pay particular attention to flight control hinges/attachment points, 

threads showing beyond nuts, cotter pins and freedom of movement.  All access panels should be 

visually checked for security.  It is recommended that the flaps be extended both for inspection 

and to reduce the chances of a passenger stepping on them.   

 

Fuel should be visually checked and ‘dipped’ if necessary to confirm the quantity shown on the 

gauges.   The oil level is more accurately checked before flight then after when the engine is still 

warm.  Attempt to maintain the oil level between 6 and 8 quarts; so far oil consumption appears 

to be between 5 and 10 hours per quart.   

 

Once the preflight is completed, consider checking that the tool kit (including 2 qts of oil), gust 

lock, tow bar (if req’d), window cleaner, tie down stake kit, and any other travel items necessary 

are packed.  Use caution if traveling with more than two people when loading the aircraft – the 

copilot seat should be occupied before allowing a rear seat passenger to board to avoid a tail 

stand.  Also avoid having two people simultaneously on the aircraft steps for the same reason. 

The aircraft has been flight tested to max gross weight with the most aft allowable CG; use 

common sense when loading items in the plane.  

 

 

ENGINE START/TAXI 
 

The checklist is available both as a paper copy and electronically on any of the 3 G3X screens 

via the menu button.  There should be a spare checklist in the aircraft forms as well.   

 

Once strapped in it is recommended that the doors be closed and latched prior to engine start.  If 

this is not desired, the open door(s) should be ‘cracked’ and held in position with the pulldown 

straps to prevent door or hinge damage.  Check that the doors are fully latched once they are 

closed by feeling for the aft pins protruding through the ribs and that the handle latching pins are 

seated in their grooves.  The aircraft is not equipped with a door warning system.  

 

It is not necessary electronically for all of the flight instruments to be fully on for the engine to 

start, but is recommended that the G3X be up in order to monitor the start on the MFD.  On a 

normally charged aircraft battery the instruments should not ‘brown out,’ although the GTN 650 

may restart.   

 

Engine start is accomplished by pushing the throttle ½ way or more in and placing the mixture 

knob to full rich, then turning on the boost pump for a few seconds until fuel flow is observed.  

Then ‘crack’ the throttle and pull the mixture to ICO for start.  Either Magneto may be used for 

start, but there is no reason not to use them both.  For a hot start priming is left to pilot technique, 

to include what the definition of hot is.   

 



Once the engine is running and oil pressure is indicated, the alternator should be turned on.  This 

is confirmed by seeing a voltage rise.   It is also recommended that at least some of the flight 

plan information be entered prior to taxi to avoid distracted driving.  

 

There is a recommended checklist for testing the autopilot functions on the ground if it is 

planned to be used in flight.  

 

Leaning for ground ops is important for healthy engine operation.   

 

Steering is accomplished with rudder/differential braking.  Avoid unintentionally riding the 

brake(s) which is easy to do.  Use appropriate flight controls during the taxi considering the 

winds: 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
ENGINE RUNUP 
 

Standard.  

 



 

TAKEOFF/CLIMBOUT 
 
Due to the RV-10s short takeoff and rapid acceleration capability combined with the slowness of 

the flap motor it is recommended that takeoffs other than short field or grass/rough strip be done 

with 0 flaps.  The aircraft tracks fairly straight down the runway until full power is reached – at 

that point some right rudder will be needed for directional control. 

 

Vy provides a very good rate of climb, and Vx a slightly better one, but neither can be sustained 

for extended periods without needing to accelerate to cool the engine.  Normal climbout is flown 

around 120-130 KIAS for cooling and fuel efficiency.  CHTs usually start cooling passing 4-

6,000’ in the climb. 

 

Leaning during the climb to maintain a particular EGT and reducing the RPM (prop) are also 

effective techniques for controlling engine temperatures. 

 

 
CRUISE 
 
The aircraft will operate LOP with no problems other than a slight reduction in cruise speed.  

The fuel injectors have been closely matched, and the Lean Assist function of the G3X is 

available if desired.  There are many factors that go into what cruise setting to use, from comfort 

to speed to efficiency – pick one that suits you.  Once stabilized in cruise, check the oil 

temperature.  Desired range is 180-200.  If adjustment is needed use the oil damper control.   

 

 

STALLS AND SPINS 
 
The RV-10 has fairly docile stall characteristics with good rudder effectiveness.  During flight 

testing all stalls were easily recovered by relaxing back stick pressure and adding power.  No-

flap spin entries were also flown up to one turn with no unusual characteristics; recovery was 

accomplished by relaxing back stick pressure and neutralizing the rudder.  Stall 

indication/warning is also provided by the G3X Angle of Attack indicator, which can become 

annoying during takeoff and landing.  During flight test, the stall speed did not vary significantly 

with gross weight or CG change; there is a more significant change in the stall speed from 0 flaps 

to ½ flaps, with an incremental reduction at full flaps.   

 

 

 
 
LANDING 
 
Landing the RV10 is fairly straightforward with touchdown speeds near the stall speed easily 

achieved. .  Once the aircraft touches down continuing to increase back pressure will allow the 

nose wheel to more smoothly touchdown as speed decreases.  Although the flaps have four 

preset settings, up (reflex), 0, ½ and full, the 0 position is not used.  There is a noticeable pitch 



change for level flight as the flaps track down.  Full flap landings have been accomplished with 

crosswinds gusting to 23 knots with no adverse problems, and the rudder is very effective for 

directional control.  Recommended pattern speeds for ½ or full flaps are 80 KIAS in the final 

turn and 65-70 on final; speeds approximately 10 knots higher should be used for no flap 

patterns, and ½ the gust factor added in either case for gusty wind conditions.  If runway length 

is a concern or a spot landing is desired, stabilize on short final with full flaps at 60-65 KIAS and 

aim slightly short of the desired touchdown point – for example, aim at or slightly short of the 

threshold for a touchdown on the numbers.  Power to maintain the slower approach speed and 

the angle of attack will be slightly higher than normal and the power reduction is later and 

quicker.  Flap motor speed is slow – use caution during touch and goes/low approaches to ensure 

flaps are retracted before reaching the limit speed.   

 
SHUTDOWN   
 
See handling (section 9) for further information 

 

COLD WEATHER OPERATION 
 

Any preheat requirements; frost must be removed from wings and control surfaces.  Use of oil 

damper to help engine oil temperature increase.  There is no windshield defrost system, although 

there are two vent holes in the glare shield that provide sufficient warm air to preclude canopy 

fogging (so far).   

 

HOT WEATHER OPERATION 
 

Doors are normally closed prior to engine start to avoid any door or hinge damage due to prop 

blast.  Doors can be left cracked open as long as they are restrained by the leash attached to the 

door handle, and closed, locked and physically checked prior to taking the runway for takeoff.  

CHTs may be more of a concern during the initial portion of the climb when ground 

temperatures exceed 90F.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  



Section 5 
Performance 

 

 

AIRSPEED INDICATOR ERROR 
 
During flight testing it was determined that indicated airspeed was approximately one knot high 

at 60 KIAS with the flaps at full; one knot low at 150 KIAS; in agreement with calculated values 

at all other speeds/configurations in between.  The G3X should be considered primary; the 

Dynon D6 is in good agreement with the G3X, while the round dial airspeed indicator showed a 

slightly higher speed than the G3X at airspeeds below 90 KIAS.   

 

 
 

 
STALL SPEED 
 

STALL SPEEDS @  

Config 2200# 2700# 

Clean 62 65 

1/2 Flaps 52 53 

Full 
Flaps 48 50 

 

61 
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TAKEOFF/CLIMB PERFORMANCE 
 
The aircraft performs very closely to the numbers provided by Van’s in terms of actual distance.  

Based on performance seen throughout phase 1, it will be assumed that the published figures are 

the absolute minimum possible, while our ‘estimated’ are based on normal technique, i.e., no 

flaps, power smoothly applied after brake release.  Accurate Takeoff Distance testing was not 

considered essential nor simple during phase one.   

 
Wt  TOD (Van’s)  TOD (estimated) 

2200 lbs 360 ft   500 ft 

2700 lbs 500 ft   700 ft 

 

Additional distance should be allowed for hotter temperatures and higher elevations.  The Koch 

Chart below can be used: 

 

 
 



Example: At 5,000’ and 90F, TOD = 1,250 (based on 500’ at SL) and ROC would be reduced by 

65%. 

 

It is normal technique to discount any headwind effect and add 3% distance for each knot of 

tailwind when computing Takeoff and Landing Data (TOLD) 
 
 
TIME, FUEL AND DISTANCE TO CLIMB 
 
Times below include 8 minutes for start and taxi.  Climb 
speed held constant at 120 KIAS.  Mixture leaned to 
peak at 5K and 10K.  10 knots HW in climb, 2200# 
aircraft.  

  
Fuel 
(gal) time(min) 

distance 
(NM) 

STTO/1K 1 9 1 

        

5K 2.2 11.5 5.5 

        

10K 4 17 16 

 
 
 
CRUISE POWER 
 
 
                             Fuel & Power Chart -- Lycoming IO-540-D (260 HP) 

 

Pres

s 

Std. 143 HP – 55% Rated 169 HP – 65% Rated 195 HP – 75% Rated 

Alt Alt. Approx Fuel 10-12 GPH Approx. Fuel 12–14 GPH Approx . Fuel 14-16 

GPH 

1000 

Ft 

Tem

p 

Deg 

F 

210

0 

220

0 

230

0 

240

0 

210

0 

220

0 

230

0 

240

0 

220

0 

230

0 

240

0 

250

0 

SL 59 22.3 21.5 20.7 19.8 25.3 24.1 23.2 22.2 26.9 25.8 24.8 24.0 

1 55 22.1 21.3 20.5 19.6 25.1 23.9 22.9 22.0 26.6 25.5 24.5 23.7 

2 52 21.9 21.0 20.3 19.4 24.8 23.6 22.7 21.8 26.3 25.3 24.3 23.5 

3 48 21.7 20.8 20.0 19.2 24.5 23.4 22.5 21.6 26.0 25.0 24.0 23.2 

4 45 21.4 20.6 19.8 19.0 24.2 23.1 22.2 21.4 FT 24.7 23.8 22.9 

5 41 21.2 20.3 19.6 18.8 24.0 22.9 22.0 21.1 -- FT 23.5 22.7 

6 38 21.0 20.1 19.4 18.6 FT 22.6 21.7 20.9 -- -- FT 22.4 

7 34 20.7 19.9 19.1 18.4 -- 22.4 21.5 20.7 -- -- -- FT 

8 31 20.5 19.6 18.9 18.2 -- FT 21.2 20.5     



9 27 20.3 19.4 18.7 18.0 -- -- FT 20.3     

10 23 20.0 19.2 18.5 17.7 -- -- -- FT     

11 19 FT 18.9 18.2 17.5         

12 16 -- FT 18.0 17.3         

13 12 -- -- 17.8 17.1         

14 9 -- -- FT 16.9         

15 5 -- -- -- FT         

              

 

To maintain constant power, correct manifold pressure approximately 0.17” Hg for each 10 Deg 

F variation in air temperature from standard altitude temperature.  Add manifold pressure for 

air temperature above standard;  subtract for temperatures below standard.  FT = Full Throttle  

 

 

RANGE 
 
The charts below show time and fuel required for a hypothetical 500 NM leg at various altitudes, 

with power adjusted as shown to maintain a given indicated airspeed.  In very general terms 

maximum range can be obtained at 110-120 KIAS if setting power to maintain peak EGT, with 

lower RPM increasing range slightly.  85 KIAS is Max Endurance, giving approximately one 

hour of endurance for 7 gallons of fuel – over 7 hours endurance with a full tank with fuel for 

climb and approach/landing.   

 

 

KTAS AND FF AT VARIOUS INDICATED SPEEDS; Test at 5,500 
ft OAT 55F Peak EGT    Comparison of time/fuel for 500NM 

cross country leg (no wind) 

  Time 
Reduction/Exces
s fuel - relative 
to max range 
(bigger=better) 

 
KIAS KTAS FF (GPH) MP RPM   TIME FUEL   

80 88 6.6 12 2000   5 + 41 37.5     

85 93 6.2 
12.
7 2100   5 + 23 33.3 

Max 
Endurance   

90 100 6.5 13 2120   5 + 00 32.5 Max Range   

100 110 7.6 
13.
5 2340   4 + 32 34.5   14 

110 120 8.1 
14.
4 2400   4 + 10 33.8 

Carson 
Speed 38 

120 132 9.6 17 2400   3 + 47 36.4   18.7 

130 143 10 17 2400   3 + 30 35   36 

140 153 12.3 
20.
9 2400    3 + 16 40.2   13.5 

150 165 13.7 
22.
2 2400   3 + 02 41.5   13.1 

160 176 16.4 25 2500   2 + 50 46.6 WOT 9.2 



  

Same conditions, LOP 

    

      

153 168 13.6 25 2500   2 + 59 40.5   15.1 

152 167 12.9 25 2400   2 + 59 38.6   19.8 

           
          

          TEST AT 10,500; DA 10000; OAT 17F; 2200 RPM PEAK EGT 
(Time/distance to climb and fuel not included) 

    

 
  

KIAS KTAS FF (GPH) MP RPM   TIME FUEL     

80 93 7.1 
10.
6 2150   5 + 23 38.2     

85 99 7 
10.
3 2200   5 + 03 35.4 

Max 
Endurance   

90 104 7.2 
10.
7 2200   4 + 49 34.6     

100 116 7.6 
11.
8 2200   4 + 19 32.6     

110 128 8.1 
12.
6 2200   3 + 55 31.6 

Max 
Range/Carso
n    

120 140 9.1 
14.
6 2200   3 + 34 32.5   23.3 

130 150 10.3 
16.
5 2200   3 + 20 34.3   13 

140 163 11.5 
18.
7 2200   3 + 04 35.3   13.8 

145 169 12.5 
20.
5 2200   2 + 58 37 WOT 10.6 

145LOP 163 10.8 
20.
8 2200   3 + 04 33.1   34 

          

          TEST AT 10,500; DA 10000; OAT 17F; 2360 RPM PEAK EGT 
(Time/distance to climb and fuel not included) 

    

 
  

KIAS KTAS FF (GPH) MP RPM   TIME FUEL     

80 94 7 
10.
8 2220   5.32 37.2     

85 98 6.9 
10.
4 2230   5 + 06 35.2 

Max 
Endurance   

90 105 7.3 10.     4 + 46 34.8     



5 

100 116 7.9 
11.
4     4 + 19 34.1     

110 127 8.7 
12.
5 2360   3 + 56 34.3     

120 140 9.2 
13.
5 2360   3 + 34 32.9 Max Range   

130 151 10.6 
15.
7 2360   3 + 19 35.1   6.8 

140 163 11.9 
17.
5 2360   3 + 04 36.5   8.3 

149 173 13.9 
20.
5 2350   2 + 53 40.2   5.6 

144LOP 168 11.4 20 2350   2 + 59 33.9   35 

 
Comparing LOP power settings/time req’d for 500NM/gallons used at various RPM settings, 

same conditions as above: 

 

MP/RPM     FF 500NM Fuel 

20/2200 LOP 162 KTAS 10.8 gph 3 + 05 33.3 
20/2360 LOP 168 KTAS 11.4 gph 2 + 59 33.9 

20/2610 LOP 178 KTAS  14.4 gph 2 + 49 40.4 
 

In all cases the most efficient cruise (efficient being defined as the best time reduction for excess 

fuel used beyond max range) is found LOP.  The increase in speed per increase in fuel flow at 

higher RPM ‘costs’ more at 2600 – 6% additional speed for 20% additional fuel relative to 2360 

RPM (last table).   

 
General cruise technique is to level off at the desired altitude, accelerate, set desired prop RPM 

(lower is better but it will reduce TAS slightly), then set the mixture somewhere between peak 

EGT and LOP, noting the tradeoff between reduced fuel flow and reduced TAS and choosing 

accordingly.  

 
 
LANDING DISTANCE 
 
Due to the low stall speed and enhanced braking capability of the aircraft, short landing distances 

can be achieved.  However, touchdown point and speed must be controlled if distance is critical, 

and this takes practice.  Van’s lists the landing distance as 500/650 ft for 2200/2700# aircraft 

which suggests that a 1,000’ runway is useable if landing on brick one.  In practice so far, 

landing distances in the range of 1,200-1,500 feet are achievable, touching down at or near stall 

speed but not at the very beginning of the runway, and smoothly applying increasing brake 

pressure as the aircraft decelerates.  It is recommended that 3,000’ be the normal minimum 

runway length, with 2,000 ft being acceptable with short field landing practice, at or near sea 



level.  As field elevation increases, these minimums should also increase; landing distance 

increases approximately 3.5% per 1,000 ft increase in DA.    

 
 
 
 
 

  



Section 6 
Weight and Balance/Equipment List 

 

 

 

 

WEIGHT AND BALANCE 
 
Weight and balance was accomplished just prior to receiving the final inspection and 

airworthiness certificate.  Because a few items such as seatbelts were not completely installed at 

the time, the measured weight of 1638 lbs has been increased to 1650 lbs for all W&B 

calculations.   

 

  
 

Following are some sample CG calculations with various loadings: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Case 1, max gross with 100 lb baggage: cannot go out of CG limits with 2 people in front seat 

 
 



 

 

Single pilot, fwd CG limit at landing with 5 gallons left: 

 
 



Aft CG limit with full baggage, 1 pilot, one (typical) rear seat pax reached with 5 gallons fuel 

remaining: 

 

 
 



 

Most aft CG possible with 100# baggage, one front pilot one heavy pax; must land with 25 

gallons: 

 

 



  



In addition to the Excel based CG calculator which is easily set up for this aircraft, the G3X 

provides a CG calculation page for at the aircraft determination, and it is preloaded with aircraft 

specific data.  Keep in mind the total weight limit in addition to the CG.   

 

 

BAGGAGE TIEDOWNS 
 
The baggage compartment is provided with 8 baggage tie downs for securing cargo.  A baggage 

net is in the planning stages.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Section 7 
Systems Description 

 

 

COCKPIT LAYOUT 
 
The cockpit layout is fairly standard, with two G3X screens in front of the pilot, a Dynon D6 and 

steam gauge airpeed indicator as backups, the audio panel, GTN650, GTR 200 comm radio and 

the auto pilot control panel comprising the ‘radio stack,’ and a single G3X screen in front of the 

co-pilot.   

 

  
 

The switches are grouped by function and to allow the checklist to flow in a logical manner.   

The left group includes (L to R) the IBBS power, BAT/ALT, L MAG/START, R MAG, BOOST 

PUMP  and PITOT HEAT: 

 

  
 

Next is the lighting group: 

 

 
 

 



And then the backup switches: 

 

  
 

All of the switches in the NORM position are providing power to their respective devices 

through the normal bus (which is actually the VPX).  If moved to the off position, that turns the 

device off.  In the event of an alternator failure, the red covered ESS BUS switch can be 

activated which provides power directly from the battery through a fuse block to each of the 

switches’ B/U position.  If necessary, then, the Comm 2 radio, the audio panel (intercom), 

transponder and pitch trim can be powered as needed, and turned back off to conserve electricity.  

The Internal Battery Backup System (IBBS) battery switch on this panel provides ship’s battery 

power to the IBBS system.  The intent is to extend the life of the internal IBBS battery as it 

won’t begin to power the pilots G3X screens until the ship’s battery is depleted.  Once that 

occurs, the G3X, via the IBBS, and the Dynon D-6, via its own internal battery, are the only 

systems that will have power.    

 

During flight testing, the aircraft battery lasted approximately 1.5 hours on the ship’s battery 

alone with a normal electrical load before systems started dropping off line.  The IBBS should 

provide an additional 1-2 hours of operation of the pilot’s G3X and the Dynon D-6 should last at 

least an additional two hours on its internal battery after the ship’s battery fails.  The life of the 

ship’s battery can be extended by using the essential bus/backup switches to conserve power. 

 

 

STICK GRIP SWITCHES 
 
These include a standard coolie hat trim switch, comm swap, PTT, and autopilot 

disconnect/CWS switch:  

 

 

   



SEATS 
 

The front seats are adjustable fore/aft by use of a locking T-handle located on the outboard side 

of each seat.  The glare shield grab handles are useful for helping the seat to move.  The seats 

also have adjustable tilt and an inflatable lumbar support.  The inflation bulb for each seat is 

stowed in the aft seat pocket.  The rear seats backs can be removed by pulling the two-piece 

hinge pin in each seat, accessible through the baggage door.  When the rear seats are left in but 

not used, the seat cushions are retained against the seat backs using the seat belt/shoulder 

harnesses.  This also keeps the rear seat shoulder harness cables somewhat out of the way of 

loading baggage. 

 
BRAKES 
 
The aircraft has been fitted with MATCO wheels and brakes in lieu of the stock Cleveland’s, 

providing superior stopping power with no brake fade.  There is no parking brake.  The Matco 

WHLW600XLT is designed for the following standards: 

 

Static Capacity 1860 LBS 

Load Limit 5580 LBS 

Maximum Accelerate/Stop Kinetic Energy 225000 ft-lb 

Torque Rating (@450 PSI) 6441 in-lb 

 

 

ENGINE AND PROPELLER 
 
The aircraft is powered by a Lycoming I0-540 D4A5 6-cylinder horizontally opposed engine 

rated at 260 HP at 2700 rpm.  The engine is fitted with dual impulse couple Slick magnetos 

timed at 25 degrees BTDC, Airflow Performance fuel injection with balanced injectors, a 60 amp 

B&C 460-H alternator and a B&C BCS206 starter.  Oil capacity is 12qts max, 2 ¾ qts min; the 

normal range is 6 – 8 quarts. 

 

The propeller is a Hartzell HC-C2YR-1BFP two bladed constant speed propeller controlled by 

an MTP-860-3 governor.   

 

Controls include throttle, propeller, mixture, oil cooler door and alternate air door.  The throttle 

is a standard push-pull cable with a black knob and locking wheel; the propeller control is blue, 

mixture is red and both are lock-button push-pull with Vernier.  The oil cooler door is a small 

black push-pull control located outboard of the throttle, and the alternate air door is a red colored 

lock-button push-pull cable located next to the heat control knobs.  The oil cooler control is 

normally open (full in) but can be pulled to reduce the amount of cooling air reaching the oil 

cooler in colder temperatures to increase oil temperature.  The alternate air door is normally 

closed (full in).  It can be activated to open a plate on the bottom side of the filtered air box to 

allow an alternate path for air to enter the engine in the event of a blockage of the forward intake 

or air filter.  The door has been redesigned so that it can be closed in flight if opened.  As the air 

entering through the alternate door is warmer and unfiltered, use of the alternate air door should 

be limited to emergency procedures.  



  

 
FLIGHT CONTROLS 
 
Dual flight controls are fitted, and all of the functions including grip switches are the same in 

both seats.  Electric trim is used and is tied into the auto-trim feature of the autopilot.  There is a 

single flap control switch above the engine controls which is set as follows:  one push of the 

switch moves the flaps from reflex to 0; the second push moves the flaps to ½, and the third push 

puts the flaps full down.  One push of the switch completely retracts the flaps from whatever 

position they are in; during travel up if the switch is pushed down the flaps will stop where they 

are.  Trim and flap position indicators are available on the G3X screens.   

 

 

FUEL SYSTEM 
 
Each wing tank holds 30 US gallons of fuel, virtually all of which is useable.  Fuel quantity is 

detected by floats in each tank and displayed on the G3X.  Due to the shape of the fuel tank and 

location of the floats the quantity indicated above 25 gallons per tank is unreliable; below 25 

gallons the quantity indicators are reasonably accurate.  The G3X allows resetting the total fuel 

on board (not derived from the floats) at any time, mostly useful after filling the tanks, and the 

fuel used indication, based on fuel flow, is accurate. It tends to indicate slightly more fuel used 

than actual, in the neighborhood of one gallon in 40.   

 

Fuel flows from the wing to a selector valve located on the tunnel, then to the electric boost 

pump and filter which are in the tunnel.  From there it travels through the firewall to the engine 

driven fuel pump.  Fuel pressure measured after the engine driven pump, and flow rate measured 

between the fuel pump and the fuel injection servo are displayed on the MFD, as well as fuel 

quantity and fuel used.  The boost pump is used for priming, takeoff and landing (if desired), and 

in the event of an engine driven fuel pump failure.  There is no boost pump light to indicate the 

pump is running, but it can easily be heard before engine start when priming and detected by a 1-

2 psi increase in fuel pressure when used after engine start.  As a precaution it is also turned on 

while switching tanks.  

 

 

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM 
 
The electrical system includes an Odyssey PC925L 12 volt 28 Amp Hour main battery located 

aft of the baggage compartment connected via a contactor to the electrical system.  Both the 

positive and negative sides of the battery are connected by 2ga wire to the firewall at the starter 

contactor and the forest of tabs respectively.  A 60 amp B&C BC460-H alternator provides 

normal operating current to the aircraft through an ANL 60 amp fuse and a Vertical Power VPX 

Pro.  In the baggage compartment is a Cessna-style 12 volt charging jack connected via a 

separate contactor with over voltage and over current protection to the ships battery.  An over-

voltage condition will pop a circuit breaker which is located just inside the baggage door on the 

aft baggage wall.  Jump starting is therefore possible but complicated by requiring the baggage 

door to be open.  This jack is very useful for installing avionics updates, training or ground 



checks without depleting the main battery. The backup features of the electrical system have 

already been discussed in cockpit layout.  Amperage and voltage readings are provided on the 

MFD, and a separate VPX page is available on the G3X for fault detection and circuit reset.  All 

circuits not protected by the VPX are protected by blade type fuses in three locations – two fuse 

blocks on the copilot instrument sub-panel and one aft of the baggage compartment next to the 

battery.  Spare fuses are kept in the tool kit.   

 

 

COCKPIT LIGHTING 
 

The aircraft is not completely equipped with overhead lighting at this time, therefore, in addition 

to a regular flashlight one would carry on any night flight, a headlamp or other means of 

illumination is recommended if flying at night, mainly to read the switches.  All of the displays 

are dimmable via a dimmer pot under the radio stack, except the Dynon and the GTN 650 which 

must be set individually.  The GTN 650 auto-dim feature is still being fiddled with.   

 

 

EXTERNAL LIGHTING 
 
The aircraft is provided with separately operable landing and taxi lights.  If both are switched on, 

they are programmed to wigwag above 90 KIAS and be steady below.  There are also standard 

navigation lights and strobes on individual switches in the lighting group.    

 

 

PITOT-STATIC SYSTEM 
 
The pitot tube is located under the left wing and provides pitot pressure to the ADAHRS, 

airspeed indicator and Dynon D-6 for airspeed and Angle of Attack indications.  Regulated pitot 

heat is available via the Pitot Heat switch on the instrument panel.  Static pressure is provided via 

dual static ports on the aft fuselage to the ADAHRS, airspeed indicator and Dynon D-6.  An 

Alternate Static Source switch is located on the upper left pilot instrument panel to provide 

cockpit static pressure in the event of a static source blockage/failure.  Needs correction card.  

 

COCKPIT HEATING AND VENTING 
 

Heat is actuated by pulling the cabin heat knobs – the left knob controls rear seat heat and the 

right knob controls front seat heat.  Outside air vents are located just below the instrument panel 

on the left and right sides.  Rear seat vents are located above each outboard arm rest.  Additional 

vents (4 – two front, two rear) are located in the overhead panel.  Airflow to these vents is 

controlled by a rotary knob located between the front two overhead vents.  The knob has a 

click/off position and increases the amount of air available as it is rotated away from the click.  

All vents are of the eyeball type and can be individually adjusted.  

 

OXYGEN 
 
Current plan is to acquire a two –person portable oxygen system – more news to follow.  



 

 
AVIONICS 
 
To avoid having to copy several manuals, each of the following items installed in the aircraft has 

its own pilots guide: 

 

Garmin G3X (Non-touch) 

Garmin GTN 650 GPS/Nav/Comm 

Garmin GTR 200 Comm Radio 

Garmin GMA 240 Audio Panel 

Garmin GMC 305 Auto Pilot Control Panel 

Dynon D-6 EFIS 

Guardian CO2 detector 353P201 

ACK E04 ELT 

Garmin GDL 39 

Garmin GTX 23ES transponder 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Section 8 
Handling, Service and Maintenance 

 

HANDLING 
 

The aircraft is moved on the ground using a Bogi-Bar, which is kept in the hangar and should be 

brought along on off station sorties.  Additionally a gust lock and a set of aluminum chocks is 

located in a storage bag normally kept in one of the front seat pockets.  A spare key for the 

baggage compartment is located in the outer pocket of this bag.  When parking the aircraft off 

station gust lock use is highly encouraged at all times to help prevent damage not only from 

winds but other dough heads inadvertently directing their prop/jet blast at the aircraft.  The doors 

should normally be left down or down and partially/completely latched for the same reasons.  

Tie-down rings for the wing tie-down points and ropes are stowed in the tool bag located in the 

baggage compartment; the tail tie-down ring is left installed as it serves double duty as a tail 

skid.  When to install/use the tie-downs is left to the judgement of the crew.  A cargo net and an 

aircraft cover are still in the planning stages.  

 

Contents of the tool kit include: 

 

Tie-down rings/ropes 

2 qts Aeroshell w100 plus 

Funnel 

Spare fuel cap and extra O ring 

Spare fuel drain and extra O rings 

Two spark plugs, one each UREM 38E (upper) and UREM 37BY (lower) with crush washers 

Spare fuses 

4 AA batteries 

Spark plug socket 

Normal multi-tip screwdriver 

Stubby multi-tip screwdriver 

Box cutter 

Lineman’s pliers 

Diagonal cutters 

Needle nose pliers 

Safety wire pliers/spool with .020 and .032 safety wire 

Crescent wrench 

Combination wrenches 

Socket wrench ¼ and 
3
/8 

Sockets 

Inspection mirror 

Allen wrenches for instrument panel (larger one is ASPD indicator; smaller fits all Garmin 

items) 

 



 

 

Ensure the aircraft is grounded prior to fueling.  Minimum fuel for parking at home station is 50 

gallons, which allows refueling off station prior to return without having to top off at potentially 

higher prices.  After replacing the fuel caps, wiggle them to ensure a good tight seal; adjust as 

necessary.  Fit is adjusted as depicted below: 

 

 
 

 

A fuel sample tube is located in the hanger (toolkit?) for sumping the drains.   

 

Use Aeroshell W100 Plus oil; fill to keep oil level between 6 and 8 quarts.  Oil change interval is 

listed in the maintenance guide.  At each oil change a sample is sent for analysis and results are 

maintained on the computer.  (copy in file box?) 

 

Two fuse blocks are located on the instrument subpanel accessible behind the copilots G3X 

screen.  One panel is for the Essential Bus, the other is for additional items powered via the 

VPX.  A third fuse block is located aft of the baggage wall on the avionics tray outboard of the 

transponder.  All other circuits are regulated through the VPX.   

 

 

SERVICE AND MAINTENANCE 
 
The service and maintenance guide and records are included in the aircraft forms and the Engine, 

Propeller and Aircraft logbooks are kept in the file box maintained in the hangar.  Other items of 

maintenance interest are located in the box, such as installation and wiring manuals, some 

instructions, receipts and part numbers.  

 

The current aircraft forms, which will be called the 781 for brevity, is located in the seat back 

pocket.  Flying time, oil and fuel quantities, write-ups (gripes) and fix actions are recorded here.  

There are other sections covering maintenance guidelines as well.  

 



 

781, first section:

 
 

781, Write Up section: 

 



 
781 Inspection guidelines: 

CALENDAR AND HOURLY INSPECTION SCHEDULE 

INSPECTION ITEM FREQUENCY NEXT DUE 
NEXT 
DUE 

NEXT 
DUE 

NEXT 
DUE 

50 hour inspection to include oil/filter 25 Hour 8/12/2015       

            

Engine  50 HR 75 hr 125 hr 175 hr 225 hr 

            

Fuel Injection 50 HR 50/75 hr 125 hr 175 hr 225 hr 

            

Engine  100 HR   125 hr   225 hr 

            

Prop 100 HR   
50/125 
hr   225 hr 

            

Engine 400 HR 400 hr       

            

Condition Inspection Annual 17/11/16       

            

IBBS endurance Annual 17/11/16       

            

Dynon battery test Annual 17/11/16       

            



ELT Registration 2 Yr Nov-17       

            

ELT Main Battery 5 Yr Sep-18       

            

ELT Inst panel batteries 5 Yr Sep-20       

            

Transponder/pitot static 2 yr          

            

CO Guardian return for service 5 yr Nov-20       

            

Aircraft Registration 3 yr (?) check       

            

            

 

 

Items recommended to be accomplished for each type of inspection including the required 

condition inspection are also found in the 781.  

 

Jacking 
 

Currently an automotive type floor jack with an I-beam and wood is used to lift the aircraft off 

the mains for wheel related requirements.  Jacking position is under the fuselage portion of the 

spar.  Wing jacks will be acquired.  

 

  



Section 9 
Supplemental Information 

 

 

 

 

RECOMMENDED INSTRUMENT PROCEDURES 
 

Enroute at normal cruise, preparing for approach: 

o Use WPt/Chart to review appch and select the transition 

o Load appch/or load and activate 

 Descent 

o If on AP, I like to use Vertical Speed hold and set throttle to adjust speed.  If it’s 

smooth and you want to make up some time, leave the power up; otherwise, I set 

around 15” MP and 5-600 fpm.   

o Don’t forget to set a level off altitude – ask me how I know.  

o I like to have the approach plate on the MFD (Wpt/Chart); you can also see the 

overlay on the MAP page, but you lose the other appch info.  The GTN is either 

on the flight plan page, the map page (redundant) or the Default Nav page.   

 Procedure 

o Once leveled off at the IAF altitude, the power at 15” should slow you down to 

around 120, which is the speed I’ve been using for holding and radar vectors. 

o Activate the approach, if not done already.  

o If HILoPT, figure out how to sequence flight plan to next waypoint once done 

with hold.  One way is to select the next point in the flight plan and activate the 

leg.  If the hold is such that it ‘suspends’ sequencing, there should be a ‘SUSP’ 

button somewhere (map page?).  I have also used the heading bug and Heading 

mode of the AP for the outbound leg if you want to teardrop or otherwise 

maneuver; then once headed back inbound go back to Nav.   

o For the descent to FAF altitude, I again use VS hold and set around 10” MP; leave 

it at that setting once leveled off and you will slow enough to lower flaps to half.  

Then back up to 14/15 for 80 KIAS/half flaps.  Level flight picture is 1 ½ to 2 

degrees nose high.   

o Approaching FAF check that the appch is active and select the appch button on 

the autopilot if you want it to fly the glide path.  Haven’t tried this on a non-

precision, but I think I would still set AP to appch and use the VS hold for the 

descent, dialing in the MDA for the altitude.  If you take a look at the flight plan 

page the DH/MDA is listed there too.  One thing nice about using the AP is you 

get annunciations in the ADI about the AP mode – lateral and vertical.   

o At FAF set around 10” for the descent on a precision, a little lower for 

nonprecision.  A little math aside – 3 degree glide slope should be 4-500 fpm, 2 ½ 

degrees would be 3-400, and a NP descent would be 6-700 at 80 KIAS.  The pitch 

picture for 3 degree precision is around 1 ½ to 2 degrees nose low. 



 Note – one ‘rule of thumb’ I’ve read is that a 5” power reduction from 

level flight gives about 500 fpm descent… 

o Still working on the best gain setting for the pitch servo, currently set at 2.50 (17 

Jan).  To avoid the sinusoidal oscillations as the pitch and power changes, press 

and hold the AP disconnect button and start the approach manually, then release 

the button.  May help.   

 Note – at least one other -10 driver likes to fly final around 110/clean as 

the AP is less apt to wallow around.  May give that a try, although that’s a 

significant (maybe?) change once below the weather, esp if runway is 

3.000’ or shorter.  

o At the decision height or MDA there IS plenty of time to roll flaps to full if 

desired and to reduce speed (flying final at 80). 

 Touch and go/Missed approach.   

o Flaps, flaps, flaps.  Either climb at a reduced power setting while holding the flap 

lever forever, or pitch up to hold Vx/Vy until clean (still forever, and the pitch 

might be disorienting if no kidding in the weather).  This is the part that I like the 

least, with the slow flap motor.  

 Vectors to Final 

o This is a cool feature (GTN) as it does the equivalent of OBS mode off the 

approach but also has the waypoints loaded so you’re ready to go, and you don’t 

have to remember to come out of OBS mode – the extended final is active so just 

get on it and sequencing commences.   

 

 

 

 

Airspeed  MP Phase of Flight Pitch Attitude 

120 15 
Base leg (vectors), 
holding 

 slowing to FAF speed, 
clean 10 level flight 

 80 KIAS, 1/2 flaps 15 approaching FAF 1.5-2 degrees NH 

80 KIAS, 1/2 flaps 10 
precision descent (3* 
GS) 1.5-2 degrees NL 

 

 



PARTS LISTING 

 
 

 
 
 

ITEM MANUFACTURER PART # SERIAL # NOTES

Lycoming XIO-540 JB ENGINES 13-3569

MAGNETOS SLICK 6351 BOTH IMPULSE COUPLED

FUEL FILTER AIRFLOW PERF 1090079 IN TUNNEL

FILTER ELEMENT AIRFLOW PERF AH7915-01 

AUX FUEL PUMP AIRFLOW PERF 2090255 IN TUNNEL

FUEL INJECTION AIRFLOW PERF FM-200A  SN 21432104

STARTER B&C BCS206 1A40F5T72

ALTERNATOR B&C 1BB50D0T24

REGULATOR B&C LR3C-14 12133555

PROPELLER HARTZELL HC-C2YR-1BFP/F8068D CH44079B  K77516

GOVERNOR MT P-860-3 14G095-G

SPARK PLUG, UPPER CHAMPION UREM 38E

SPARK PLUG, LOWER CHAMPION UREM 37BY

SPARK PLUG GASKET 07-00877 M674

OIL SCREEN GASKET LYCOMING 07-03129 OR MS 35769-21 OR AN-900-16  (1")

OIL FILTER CHAMPION 08-00907 CH 48108-1

OIL QUICK DRAIN SAF-AIR P5000

ELT ACK E-04 2DC86 A42D8 FFBFF

BATTERY SEP '18 RE-

REGISTER NOV '17 LOGIN 

13 ETC, WINN

CO DETECTOR CO GUARDIAN 353R 5 YEAR CHECK DEC '20

GAP-26 REG GARMIN 34F200172

GTN 650 GARMIN SYS ID =34300528C260D 1Z8019010 Main 6.11

G3X GARMIN SYS ID = 22B025269AFED SYS 10.40

PFD1 GARMIN 3872641907

MFD GARMIN 3872641891

PFD2 GARMIN 3872641888

GTX23ES GARMIN 2DY010122

MODE S ADD: 50006253 

A00CAB (HEX)

GTR200 GARMIN 2QQ005241

GMA240 GARMIN 1EL001442

GDL 39R GARMIN 381000089

GSU25 GARMIN 2SA002712

D-6 EFIS DYNON 2374

GSA28 (ROLL) GARMIN 2PG001704

GSA28 (PITCH) GARMIN 2PG000273

INNER TUBE, MAIN AERO CLASS TU 15/600-6 ACM TR-87-70 EASY VALVE

LANDING/TAXI DUCKWORKS LL HID-DW50 50W HID

NAV/STROBE LIGHTS AERO LED PULSAR NS90

TAIL LIGHT AERO LED SUNTAIL LN-210

MAIN BATTERY ODYSSEY PC 925L M6 BOLT, LEFT POSITIVE



FLIGHT TEST DATA 

Test Objectives (in no special order) 
 

 Airspeed calibration 

 Stalls, Power off, power on, w and w/out flaps 

 AOA calibration 

 Glide performance – best glide ratio, L/D max, max endurance 

 Climb performance – best rate and angle 

 Cruise performance  

 Accelerated stalls 

 G limit checking 

 Service ceiling (need Oxygen, maybe do later…) 

 Incipient spin 

 Vne check 

 Flutter/stability check 

 Max Gross weight and most aft CG 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Test Flight # 1 
Vic Syracuse   1.2     1.2 total time 

 

Observations: 

 Engine may be lean, don’t change yet 

 Adjust static RPM (prop) down from 2750 

o Adjusted low pitch stop out ¼ turn 

 Left mag ‘dead’ 

o Ultimately replaced 6355 with 6351; now looking to do same on rt side 

 Fix right brake disc 

o Wheel removed, holes tapped, new bolts/nordlocs inserted with blue threadlocker 

 Comm 1 sidetone too high (GTN 650) 

o Adjusted down in config mode 

 Trim Baffle material 

o Trimmed some around opening; will watch for now 

 Tunnel is ‘hot’ 

o Warm, so far not a problem… 

 Remove air dams in intakes 

o removed 

 Increase torque on Autopilot 

o Increased to 100% pitch, 80% roll 

 Tailpipe rubbing on lower cowl 

o Will monitor 

 #3 CHT seems too low 

o Better on subsequent flights 

 Flap limit speed set too low (wouldn’t allow flap deployment til 87 KIAS 

o Adjusted to 96 KIAS in VPX; will need to adjust again when switching to 

momentary flaps 

 The good: 

o Tank feed 

o Oil T 

o Transponder 

o GPS 

o VOR 

o Airspeed agrees 

o Heading agrees 

o Heat works 

o Trims hands off (no heavy wing/yaw) 

o Stall at 49 KIAS 

o ‘Perfect engine’ – no leaks, everything looks good after flight 

 

  



Flight #2 
Dave    1.0   2.2 Total time 

 

 Static RPM still high 

o Adjusted down another ¼ turn 

 Oil pressure better, still ‘low’ – lower 60’s 

 Flap speed adjustment good 

 #3 CHT normal 

 Left aileron deflected down approx. ¼ inch in level flight 

o Not critical; will address next time there’s time to remove wing root fairing 

 Ran engine at 75% power  

 Performed one clean stall, one landing 

 

 

 

 

  



Flight #3 
Dave   2.0   4.2 hours total 

 

 Half of flight at 75%, half at 65%, maintaining 5,500’ altitude 

 Updated checklist 

o Updated to include altimeter setting and takeoff trim, flaps down prior to 

shutdown 

 Oil px/temp 64/208  

 CHTs 1-6: 354 380 356 369 392 389  at 65% power 

 Adjust shoulder harness for comfort (too short) 

o Adjusted both seats 

 ADSB traffic works – get faa avionics check (email) 

o Got results (after flight 4); need to set SIL to 1e-7, check other settings 

 Set up fuel totalizer and W & B in G3X 

o Both setup and used on flight 4 

 RPM still too high 

o Used prop control/throttle to keep within limits; adjust  

 Occasional ‘Magnetic anomaly’ messages – usually in turns, then goes away after 

returning to level flight… 

o Keep an eye on this; manual describes message, doesn’t give a fix.  Not seeing 

yellow (uncertain) heading display or red ‘X’ 

 Hi key using 1,000’ flown successfully; no-flap, half and full flap landings 

 

 

  



Flight #4 
Dave/Rick   2.6   6.8 hours total 

 

 RPM still too high 

o Adjusted down (finally) to 2620 static – check on next flight 

 Fuel totalizer and W & B calculator work well 

 Adjusted Autopilot settings  

o Look up what ‘Trim Down’ means 

 Adjust AP audio up 

o Adjusted 

 Need to put front top engine case bolt back in (need nut and star washer) prior to next 

flight 

 Added two quarts of oil post flight 

o Maintain between 7 and 9 for now 

 Rick lands five times, Dave 4; Hi key appch flown. 

 Need to bend static line bracket out of the way in copilot lower right footwell 

o Done 

 

 

  



Flight # 5  2.0  8.8 hrs total  3 landings 

Rick  

N102FM 

Van’s RV10 

Lycoming IO-540C (260hp) 

Weight as tested – 2304lbs/CG 110.5” 

Test Date – 12/3/2015 

OAT – 11C/Dew Point – 08C 

Altimeter –  30.16 

Field Elevation – 200 ft 

Density Altitude –  -400 

Oil at start = 9 qts/oil at end 9 qts 

Static RPM – 2620 (increased to 2740 on takeoff) 

 

Cruise performance (75% power) 2400 RPM/23.5”MP (from Lycoming power chart) 

4500 MSL; OAT 53F/12C; Density Alt 4818; Fuel Flow19.1     

Heading GS (KTS) IAS (KTS) RPM 

180 158 138 2400 

270 139 138 2400 

000 145 138 2400 

090 160 138 2400 

 Average TAS = 150.0 KTAS/Calculated TAS = 149 KTAS 

 

TAS per G3X – 148 KTAS 

Engine power per G3X – 68% 

Oil Press – 69PSI 

Oil Temp – 201°C 

Fuel used per G3X – 33.2; Fuel serviced – 32.9 

Flight time 2.0 

 

Operation – Flew for approx. 1 hour at 75% power as determined from Lycoming performance 

charts.  Performed 2 full GPS LPV approaches including holding and missed approach. 

Performed one circling approach, 80KIAS for the circle felt good. 

Autopilot disconnect audio sounds good. 

 

Squwaks 

 Intermittent aileron input from the autopilot.  Ailerons would cycle approximately 10 

times then stop.  Not associated with either NAV or HDG mode. 

   

  



Flight #6   2.1   10.9 hours total 

 

 

 Calibrated the Dynon compass on ground 

 Set V airspeeds in Dynon for colors on AS tape 

o Vso  52 

o Vs1  61 

o Vfe 96 

o Vno  125 

o Vne  200 (note, on Dynon this is programmed as an indicated 

airspeed, but is in fact a true airspeed.  G3X is programmed for Vne in true, so 

has a functioning ‘barber pole.’   

  
 

At a given indicated speed (vertical axis) the TAS was recorded.  Series flown at 5,000  DA with 

OAT of 56F.  This was used to back calculate Calibrated airspeed to determine if there is any 

indicator error.  60 KIAS data point flown with full flaps, 80 flown with ½ flaps and clean.  

Indicator reads one knot low at 60 KIAS and one knot high at 150 KIAS; the rest looks good.  

Indicated airspeed was read off of the G3X; at lower airspeeds (below 90) the round dial airspeed 

indicator read slightly higher than the G3X.  Dynon was very close to G3X. 

 

 Level flight stalls flown, gross weight approx. 2200# 

o Vs1  61 

o Vs2  50 

o Vso  47 

o Where Vs1 is clean and Vs2 is ½ flaps.   

 Dynon and then G3X AOA indicators were both calibrated.  Not sure the Dynon is 

correct (need to read about interpreting the display).  The G3X looks pretty close, see 

what we think over the next few sorties.  Audio warnings turned off for now.   

 Attempted to collect data for constructing a thrust required curve by recording % 

power to hold level flight at varying airspeeds, but never got to the back side of the 

61 
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power curve (for sure).  Missed 100 KIAS and the power for 70 was suspect…If this 

is close, then L/D max would be right around 80 KIAS. 

 
 Did two glides, at 90 and 80 KIAS for 1,000’ vertical; at 90 I traveled 1.1 NM and at 

80 traveled 1.4 NM, which would support the ‘bottom’ of the curve…. 

 Adjusted roll autopilot gain to 2 (down from 3) and didn’t see George shaking the 

stick anymore, but it bears watching. 

 Sent request in to FAA for another avionics (ADSB) check 

 Here’s some cruise numbers, also done at 5,000 DA and 55F (and no wheel pants…) 

% Power MP RPM KIAS KTAS FF 
 

mpg 
 

200 
mile 
leg 

 
           80 25.6 2530 150 161 21 

 
7.6 

 
1+15 26gal 

70 24 2400 140 151 18.5 
 

8.2 
 

1+29 24.4gal 
66 23 2300 137 148 17.1 

 
8.7 

 
1+31 23gal 
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Flt Test #7  Date 12/4/15   Pilot Gilbride 

 

Time in 10.9 Time out 13.2 Time flown  2.3     Fuel in 60 Fuel added  Oil in

 7     Oil added 0 

Condtions 

OAT 15  Dew Point 07  Alt Setting 30.36    Winds 020/09 

 Density Alt -200 

Weight 2310 CG 110.44 

Flight Profile 

Flew round robin at 5500 and 6500 feet.  65% power based on Lycoming performance chart 

(2200RPM/22.9”) IAS 134 kts; G3X TAS 144 kts; OAT at altitude 46F; Leaned to 1350°.  Air 

was too rough for any accurate performance measurements.   

Observations 

Autopilot aileron cycling appears to be corrected.   

AOA indications appear to work correctly.  At 2200 lbs., AOA indicated on speed at about 75 

KIAS no-flap, 70 KIAS half-flap and 65 KIAS full flap. 

Write-ups 

Engine still over-speeding at WOT on takeoff, (2740), easily corrected with a slight reduction in 

prop control. 

Pilot’s control grip is loose and can turn in your hand 

 

 

 

 



Flt Test #8/9/10  Date 12/5/15   Pilot Leonard 

 

Time in 13.2 Time out 15.5/17.7/19.0 Time flown  2.3/2.2/1.3     Fuel in 60  

Oil in 7     Oil added 2 qts after first flight  Oil at 9 after last shutdown 

Condtions 

OAT 15   Alt Setting 30.36    Winds 060/11  Density Alt -

200 

Weight 2280 CG 110.5 

 

First flight with wheel pants (mains only).  2 series of time/distance/fuel to climb.  I’ll assume 

for now that the drag of the nosewheel not having a fairing is equivalent to not having two 

people on board, which will be ‘more normal.’ 

 

Start and taxi both times required 8 minutes; 
times below include this. climb speed held 
constant at 120 KIAS.  Mixture leaned to peak at 
5K and 10K.  10 knots HW in climb.. 

  Fuel (gal) time(min) 
distance 
(NM) 

STTO/1K 1 9 1 

        

5K 2 11.5 5.5 

        

10K 3.8 17 16 

        

STTO/1K 1.3 9 ? 

        

5K 2.2 11.5 ? 

        

10K 4 17 ? 

 

Highest CHT in climb was 421 (#6) and this subsided passing 4-5K.   

 

Cruise @ 10,500’ 

WOT/2600RPM  171KTAS 20gph 

21”/2300 RPM  164KTAS 17gph (150 degrees ROP) 

21”/2300 RPM  164KTAS 13gph (peak EGT) 

- On second sortie saw 11.5 gph at peak EGT with same power, 164KTAS 

Worked a lot on AP buttonology.   

 

Still getting occasional Magnetic anomaly messages, which then go out by themselves.  

Although there’s no indication that heading is suspect, might want to to another mag interference 

check. 

 



Prop needs to be dialed down another 30 rpm (let’s do this when we do 25 hr oil change) 

 

Fuel used vs fuel pumped – never quite sure we start with exactly 60 gallons or fill it up exactly, 

but the totalizer is within one gallon and seems to err on the high side, ie, the amount of gas it 

says is used is a little more than actual. .   

 

Rt main wheel pant is missing one #6 screw on the lowest outside hole on the seam (need to tap 

it, but can’t with weight on wheels).  

 

Garmin has a ground autopilot check that is recommended if AP use is anticipated; I’ll add that 

to the checklist, and try to get the checklist on the SD card so we can use the screen instead of 

paper. 

 

Uploaded eng data to savvy analysis 

 

Battery should last an additional 1.5 hrs after alternator failure if nothing is turned off.  Ask me 

how I know.  indications (in order of appearance) are 

 GPS blanks out then comes back on 

 Trim stops working 

 Roll servo hardware fault message appears on screen 

 Pitch servo hardware fault message appears on screen.  

  
 Yellow Line is Voltage… 

 

 

Final flight was mostly to get over 19 hrs. also did a couple of stall series now that we have 

wheel pants, not expecting to see any big change: 

 

Clean  62 

½ Flaps  52 

Full Flaps 49 

 

2.5 -3.0 may be bladder limit. 

  



Flt Test #11/12/13  Date 12/6/15   Pilot Leonard 

 

Time in 19.0 Time out 22.6/24.2/24.9 Time flown  2.6/2.6/0.7     Fuel in 60  

Oil in 9     Oil at about 8 after last shutdown, will check again next time out there.  

 

Mostly cruising around at 9-10,500 getting pretty familiar with autopilot – sure makes things 

easy.  All climb outs done at 120, highest CHT approx. 425 (will check data log).   

 

Now we get required maintenance done and get numbers for V speeds, best glide, check the 

time/distance/fuel to climb, try out Vne, pull some g’s, and fly at max weight.  We can also 

confirm or redo cruise numbers.  Leaning to peak EGT just to see what fuel flow I got resulted in 

11.4gph.  I also haven’t done any accelerated stalls or power on stalls.   

 

Flight to Thomasville and back on 7
th

 to get oil (.5 total, AC time up to 25.4) 



Flt Test 14/15  Date 12/13/15   Pilot Leonard 

 

Time in 25.4 Time out 27.5/27.7 Time flown  2.1/.2     Fuel in 60  

Oil in 9      

 

Final config with all wheel pants on 

TAS in the low 170’s, so it does make a difference (Nosewheel fairing) 

After flight I turned the AOA alert down because it was too loud. 

Prop still overspeed during or shortly after takeoff – I saw 2720rpm…need to look at data log on 

SD card 

After updating the databases in both the G3X and the GTN we now have a message that says 

‘database mismatch’ for two of them.  they all appear to be up to date, however, based on the 

effective dates so I’ll have to do some further investigation – the message is just annoying.  

  

Fix for database mismatch – all three G3X screens have to have the database updates installed 

(forgot about that).  MFD is done, need to run it on the PFDs 

Also, I want to get another SD card for PFD1 to enable screen shots of that display (I have been 

leaving the SD card in the MFD, so that is the only one that allows a screen capture). 

 

New Right Elevator is working fine…. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Flt Test # 16                       Date: 12/15/2015                            Pilot: Gilbride 

 

Time in: 27.7       Time out: 30.1    Fuel in: 60            Fuel added: 32.3               Oil in: 

8.5             Oil added: 0 

Conditions 

OAT 18C                             Dew Point 14C                  Alt Setting 

29.97                  Winds                Density Alt 600 

Weight  2230                     CG 108.17 

Flight Profile 

Departed RW 31, climbing to 6500ft @ 110 KIAS.  On takeoff, RPM increased to 2740, used 

prop control to maintain limits.  Prop appears to be operating against the low pitch stop, like a 

fixed pitch prop.  Need to make an adjustment to the prop governor to maintain max RPM.   

Established cruise at 55% pwr, 21.0 in/2100 RPM.  OAT 60°F produced 140KIAS, 155 KTAS 

per G3X 

Performed slow flight: 

               O flaps – 65KIAS on airspeed indicator; 61KIAS on G3X.  Aircraft handled well 

producing a slight rumble as a stall warning.  All flight controls remained effective.  Turns could 

easily be made with only a slight increase in power.              

               50 flaps – 55KIAS on airspeed indicator; 52KIAS on G3X.  Again aircraft performance 

was acceptable.   

               Full flaps; 48KIAS on airspeed indicator, 47 on G3X.  Due to the forward CG, was 

bouncing off the elevator stop, ailerons and rudder remained effective 

Stalls 

               Performed straight ahead and turning stalls in, half and full flap configurations.  With 0 

flaps there was a slight rumbling about 4 knots prior to the stall.  This warning was not noticed 

with flaps extended.  With the forward CG, pitch control was ultimately limited by up elevator 

authority.  Rudder was effective in controlling any wing drop during all stall entries.  There was 

a more significant wing drop in a right turning stall than a left turning stall.  All stalls were easily 

recovered by relaxing back stick and adding power.  Due to the forward CG, it was easy to allow 

the nose to droop more than necessary to effect recovery. 

Power On (departure stall) 

               Simulating takeoff at 70 KIAS, power was advanced to max and the nose raised to 

approx. 20° nose hi to stabilize a climb at 80 KIAS.  Once stable, pitch attitude was increased 

until stall, approx. 26°.  The stall brake was clean with no noticeable wing drop and easily 

recovered by lowering the nose with no altitude loss. 

Spin entry 

               The aircraft no unusual characteristics during a 0 flap spin entry.  The aircraft smoothly 

rolled in the direction of rudder input.  Due to the forward CG, the nose dropped to a nearly 

vertical attitude almost immediately.  Recover was initiated after one turn due to the nearly 

vertical attitude and rapidly increasing airspeed.  Recovery was easily accomplished by relaxing 

back stick pressure and neutralizing the rudder. There were no reversal pressures on any controls 

and recovery would have probably occurred by simply releasing the controls 



Best Rate/Best angle climb. 

               A series of max power climbs were performed to determine Vy and Vx.  As a result, Vx 

was determined to be 78 KIAS and Vy 88 KIAS. 

 
 

Engine Failure on takeoff, emergency 180° turn. 

 

This exercise was accomplished to determine the amount of altitude needed to turn 180° after 

take and re-align with the opposite runway for landing.  All altitude references simulate AGL 

altitudes. 

 

Conditions: max power, 110 KIAS departure climb, 3 second reaction time. 

 

At 1000 ft, engine failure was simulated by retarding the throttle to idle.  During the three second 

reaction time, the aircraft continued climbing to 1200 ft.  At that point a turn was started and the 



nose lowered to maintain 80 KIAS.  It required 400 ft to complete a 180° turn (800 AGL).  To 

continue maneuvering to align with the runway required another 300 ft (500 AGL).   From 1000 

ft AGL it is very easy to maneuver to align with the opposite direction runway in the event of a 

complete power loss.  The biggest problem may be a limited amount of runway available to 

complete the landing.   

 

Flight #17    T/O weight 2330# 8+ qt after shutdown (might read higher  

Tomorrow) 

29.4/30.1  0.7 hrs 

Approx. 10 degrees above std (F) 

29.89 

 

 Taxied back without taking off to investigate rt main noise.  Disc was loose again – just 

one bolt left.  Replaced bolts w/Norloc washers and blue Loctite (like last time). 

 Pilot door center locking cam was rotated almost 180 degrees out of correct position – 

Fixed that, but there is a small tear in the weather strip and some scratching…. 

 Did several climbs to 8,000 feet – 120/110/100/90 KIAS with a time hack at each 1,000 ft 

for 400 feet of climb.  Stopped the 90 KIAS climb at 6K due to oil T, surprisingly the 

highest CHT was 410ish.   

 Did some glide speed testing on way back down. I think I heard a couple of popping 

sounds when in idle and guess it was backfiring.  Increased power slightly and it went 

away.   

 

 

 

 
 

The curve is Excel, and the data is probably not perfect, but looks like around 80KIAS is a good 

start.  May redo 75-95 for longer stretch of altitude (time) to get a better curve.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Rate of climb – some bad numbers in the mix, plus didn’t get down to 80 and 70 KIAS.  REDO.  

This time I think I’ll do a timed climb for a couple thousand feet at each speed and plot the 

curve.  Here’s what I got: 

 

 
 

 

Only used 10 gallons so didn’t bother topping off; got another calibration for the dipstick – now 

need to re-check the 15 gallon level and be done.   

 

Engine ran great, and as I mentioned, the CHTs were not getting too hot (I’ll look at the data 

when I can download the SD card) but the oil temp went into the yellow. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Flight # 18 in 30.8  out 33.0  2.2hrs  50 gal fuel + 80 lb salt in baggage 

OAT 62F @ 4K 

 

Tried to redo the climb and glide numbers using a timed climb/descent for 1,000’.  Here’s the 

raw data: 

 

 
 

 

 



 
 

 

Based on this and yesterday’s numbers I would say best glide is 80-85 at this weight (2200#); the 

tangent to the curve for Vx is indistinct as those numbers are a little suspect…as is the time for 

the 70 KIAS glide (I didn’t graph that point).  Vy is probably near the same speed, and Vx is a 

little slower, although there’s not a big enough difference to need a Vx.  Plus, climbing at 17 

degrees nose high is pretty steep and takes a bunch of rudder.  It will be interesting to see how 

much faster at max gross.  

 



At shutdown looked like a little over 7 quarts, so that’s almost two quarts in 8 hours.  I’m 

wondering what the ‘happy’ level for this engine is.   

 

 

Flight # 19  Gilbride  added oil to 8 qt  33.0/34.8 1.8 

 

 

Flight # 20/21 Leonard  34.8/37.1/37.5   2.7 

 

Cooler, blustery day, not good for re-checking climb/glide; schedule not working to do max 

gross yet.  

Mostly cruised at 65-70%; attempted steep climb out at TVI; flew GPS appch coupled to 15J to 

see AP response.  It was a little back and forth in roll, but it was also bumpy.  Used 90 then 80 

KIAS and ½ flaps to fly final – seems a little slow but works well.  Got gas and 8 more qts oil at 

TVI.  Updated G3X with SD cards in each screen for screenshots; got monkey to display on 

MFD!  Adjusted volume for AP alert and AOA alert – AOA may be back to too loud, and it 

comes on during takeoff…checked for lean assist and also safe taxi – should be set up.   

  



Flight #22/23 Leonard 37.5/40.1/40.3  2.8 total 

 

Phase 1 officially done; still need to get max gross numbers, however.   

AOA volume adjusted again; need to reset min speed that it comes on to around 50.  Roll 

autopilot gain dialed back down a little.  Lean assist turned on, can now be accessed from the eng 

page.   

 

Flew some more climb glide profiles to recheck previous data.  Climb flown at max power 

starting approx. 1500 ft and then timed from 3,000’ to 5,000’;  Glide established at 5,000’ and 

timed from 4-2,000’ with idle prop.   Raw data: 

 

 

Climb 
    

Glide 
  KIAS time 

(sec) 
1,000 

time 
(sec) 

2,000' 

ROC 2K  KIAS time 
(sec) 

2,000' 

Glide 
Ratio 

70 29 64 1875 
 

70 154 0.11 
75 31 64 1875 

 
75 148 0.107 

80 33 67 1791 
 

80 144 0.103 
85 32 66 1818 

 
85 136 0.102 

90 27 58 2069 
 

90 125 0.105 
95 29 61 1967 

 
95 117 0.107 

 

 

 
 

The best glide is 84, and Vy is close to 90.  This agrees fairly well with previous testing. 



Flew to Vne noticed no unusual flight or flight control characteristics.  Also pulled approx. 3.2 

positive G, decided not to test negative g due to oil/fuel and the lack of anything noticeable at the 

positive G tested to.  The barber pole set for 200 KTAS in the G3X works well.  

 

 
 

Post flight analysis reveals that I actually tested to 222 KTAS; use the RED not the Barber Pole 

for warning!  

 

 
 



Flight Test at Max Gross and Aft CG 10 Jan .4/.5 

 

Flight conducted today in two phases; first, with passenger in front seat and weight in the rear 

seats and baggage to bring us to max gross.  Here’s the WB chart for the first phase: 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Then we removed some of the weight from the rear seats and had passenger sit in the back to 

achieve aft CG: 

 

 
 

Stall speeds were as follows: 

 

  

2700# 2560 
aft CG 
approx 
116 

  previous 
testing, 2200# 
CG approx 
111.0 

Vs 65 65   62 

Vs1 (1/2 
flaps) 53 53   52 

Vs0 (full 
flaps} 50 49   48 

 

With aft CG, the aircraft should be trimmed slightly nose down for takeoff, otherwise it will 

‘auto rotate’ and may slightly over-rotate as the speed increases (after liftoff).  Also, on landing, 

instead of trimming to hands off leave it trimmed to require holding some back pressure as the 

aircraft’s light nose will become more obvious during the power reduction and flare.  The largest 

difference in stall speeds is with the flaps up, so an extra 5 knots on final over ‘normal’ speed if 

at or near aft CG and landing no flap would be a good idea; however, having the flaps down 

significantly reduces the stall speed so consider landing with flaps at least ½ down.   

 

 



Deferred Maintenance (add to 781) 

 Door cam shaft pins 

 Fix data plate 

 Replace rudder stop with something more stout 

 Replace #6 nutplate with #8 on left upper wing root fairing 

 Deepen countersink on forward holes of right upper wing root fairing 

 Fix missing nutplate left side tunnel near back of rear seat 

 Consider another magnetic interference test 

 The hinge wells on the doors (where they meet the cabin top) have a pretty healthy air 

flow (out) and also generate some noise.  Might duct tape them for now, but should come 

up with some clever way to fill those gaps.  

 

  



INJECTOR FLOW BALANCING 
 

 

INJECTOR MATCHING RUN #1 - STOCK (.028) 

       

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 
12 35 50 10 20 35 25 

11.8 50 65 25 35 50 40 

11.6 50 70 35 45 55 50 

11.4 65 75 45 55 65 50 

11.2 70 75 55 65 75 50 

11 65 70 60 70 75 50 

10.8 60 65 70 80 75 45 

10.6 50 55 65 75 70 40 
 

 
 

  

10.6
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11

11.2

11.4

11.6

1 2 3 4 5 6

Series1



 

 

 

INJECTOR MATCHING RUN #2 - 3/4 @ .027 

       

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

12 35 35 5 20 0 10 

11.8 40 40 25 35 20 10 

11.6 45 55 40 45 40 20 

11.4 50 55 45 55 45 35 

11.2 50 50 50 60 60 40 

11 45 50 50 60 60 35 

10.8 40 40 45 60 60 30 

10.6 35 35 35 45 55 25 
 

 

 
  

10.6

10.8

11

11.2

11.4

11.6

1 2 3 4 5 6

Series1



 

INJECTOR MATCHING RUN #3 - 1=.0285, 2=.029 

       

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

12 5 5 20 25 15 5 

11.8 15 25 30 35 20 10 

11.6 45 30 40 45 20 20 

11.4 55 40 50 55 45 35 

11.2 60 50 60 60 50 35 

11 65 65 65 70 65 45 

10.8 65 70 65 70 80 50 

10.6 55 70 50 55 70 40 

10.4 45 60 40 50 65 30 
 

 

 
 

 

Final configuration: 

 

1 0.0285 
2 0.0285 

3 0.027 
4 0.027 
5 0.028 
6 0.028 
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